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BUILT FOR ALASKAN WATERS

YUKON JET

8475
INCLUDES

SIDESI DE CURTAINS

TRAILERIRAILER windshield CANVAS
HEAVY DUTY EASY LOAD

the yukon jet powered by the lfhamiltonamilton jet combines high
speed versatility in shallow water running with the safety and
durability of an altA aluminum hull three hamilton jet pack
ages to choose from rangilrangihgrangig from 140 HPUP engine with a two
stage jet to a 320 HPlip engine with a three stagejetstage jet the yukon
jet with its semimvsemi V designed hull provides s smooth ride its
generous beam and depth provides stability and safety for river
fishing and boating

advantages

the ability to use the 181 CID 140 HP 4& 170 HP111 chevrolet
engine with the two stage model 752 in yukon jet models 19
and 24 to provide a great running boat at economical prices

all aluminum hull for durability tough andnd light in weight
for maximum performance
manganese bronze impellers andind stainless steel liners for max-
imum wear for river running
unique system of deflector steering and reversing deflector
to give outstanding low speed Tmaneuverability

low cruising RPMs with lowfuellow fuel consumptconsumpconsumptionion approx 2asi2si
gal per hour
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